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October 20, The lights dim and the music swells as an elite competitor in a silk robe passes through a cheering
crowd to take the ring. Each match of the International consists of two 5-player teams competing against each
other for minutes. While the premise may sound simple, it is actually one of the most complicated and detailed
competitive games out there. The top teams are required to practice together daily, but this level of play is
nothing new to them. To reach a professional level, individual players would practice obscenely late, go to
sleep, and then repeat the process. So how long did the AI bot have to prepare for this competition compared
to these seasoned pros? A couple of months. So, What Were the Results? Normally, a professional Dota 2
game is played on a stage with 5v5 teams. It seemed more fair to start off simple with 1v1 matches. Those first
matches were against [Dendi], one of the top players in the world, who lost to the bot shown below in the first
match within about ten minutes, resigned in the second match, and then declined to play the third. Instead, it
was put up against an exact copy of itself starting with the very first match it played. This continued, nonstop,
for months. The bot was constantly improving against itself, and in turn it would have to try that much harder
to win. This vigorous training clearly paid off. While the 1v1 results are stellar, the bot has not had enough
time to learn how to work in a cohesive manner with 4 other copies of itself to make a true Dota 2 team. After
the roaring success of the International, the next step for OpenAI is to form an ultimate 5 bot team. OpenAI
has worked on a number of projects before the Dota 2 effort. They explored the effect of parameter noise to
learning algorithms which has proven to be advantageous across the board. During exploratory behavior used
in reinforcement learning, parameter noise is used to increase the efficiency of the rate at which agents learn.
The left diagram represents action space noise, traditionally used to change the likelihood of each action step
by step. The right diagram represents the newly implemented parameter space noise: They are not done with
Dota 2 either. When they come back with their five bot team next year, it will undoubtedly require a level of
teamwork never before seen in artificial intelligence. Think of the possibilities. Will this take the shape of a
collective hive mind? Will team dynamics among AI look anything like those of their human counterparts?
This really is the stuff of science fiction being developed and tested right before our eyes. Vastly more risk
than North Korea. In fact, he has a history as a leading doomsayer: But it almost seems paradoxical. Teaching
an AI to compete better than humans appears to be marching that dreaded outcome one step closer. He delves
into one of the hotly debated topics with this subject: Will they be malevolent? What rights should they have?
These questions will be answered in the upcoming years â€” whether we want them to be or not. It is our job
to make sure that the answers to these questions in the near future are not answered for us. OpenAI is
debugging AI before it debugs us.
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Five years ago, few investors were searching for the best artificial intelligence stocks to buy. Scarce was the
Silicon Valley executive who would emphasize AI as a catalyst in analyst calls or quarterly reports â€” instead
it was bandied about in vague futuristic terms. Already that race has seen intense jockeying for position, with
early leaders and laggards swapping positions. Here are 10 companies making big bets on AI. Click through
the slideshow to see them. As it began to see accelerated growth in due to its AI-focused products, the
company doubled down. At the center of its success is the graphics processing unit GPU , a technology
enabling innovation in self-driving cars, gaming, the cloud, Big Data and many other areas. What happens
next depends largely on how well Twilio can capitalize on developments in artificial intelligence to execute its
own goal and carve out a growing niche. Noting that machine learning already informs core parts of Amazon
like product search rankings, recommendations, demand forecasting, fraud protection and warehouse
fulfillment , artificial intelligence is also central to the Alexa virtual assistant and future plans for drone
delivery and cashier-less grocery stores. B will also be an AI-driven company. Machine learning can drive
great change in fields like autonomous driving, the "internet of things," and industries like health care and
finance, but these advancements require the processing of voluminous amounts of data. MSFT The boring,
Steve Ballmer-led Microsoft of the s died a few years ago, and instead of aging into a legacy large-cap tech
company resting on its laurels, MSFT has pivoted to become a cloud-centric company, jockeying with
Amazon and Google for AI breakthroughs. With consumer-facing services like Cortana as well, Microsoft is
definitely one of the best artificial intelligence stocks to buy for the coming years. First, a native population of
nearly 1. INTC While Nvidia is perhaps the best example of a pure-play artificial intelligence stock, Intel, the
quintessential blue-chip semiconductor company, has taken notice of the enormous growth potential. Well,
Facebook has one of the most enviable high-quality data sets in the world, with 2. CEO Mark Zuckerberg,
never one of humble ambitions, aims to get machines achieving human-level seeing, hearing, language and
cognition by As a diversified tech giant with thriving businesses in messaging, payments, video, mail and
social media, Tencent is not directly comparable to any U. But its many popular platforms give it ample ways
to test and implement real-world AI software, such as voice-to-text and virtual assistants. Those are the
immediate projects; longer-term, Tencent believes there will be applications that are impossible to envision
today that will represent much larger, more exciting and more lucrative opportunities.
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Machines capable of playing chess have fascinated people since the latter half of the 18th century, when the
Turk, the first of the pseudo-automatons, began a triumphal exhibition tour of Europe. Like its 19th-century
successor Ajeeb, the Turk was a cleverly constructed cabinetâ€¦ What is intelligence? All but the simplest
human behaviour is ascribed to intelligence, while even the most complicated insect behaviour is never taken
as an indication of intelligence. What is the difference? Consider the behaviour of the digger wasp , Sphex
ichneumoneus. When the female wasp returns to her burrow with food, she first deposits it on the threshold ,
checks for intruders inside her burrow, and only then, if the coast is clear, carries her food inside.
Intelligenceâ€”conspicuously absent in the case of Sphexâ€”must include the ability to adapt to new
circumstances. Psychologists generally do not characterize human intelligence by just one trait but by the
combination of many diverse abilities. Research in AI has focused chiefly on the following components of
intelligence: Learning There are a number of different forms of learning as applied to artificial intelligence.
The simplest is learning by trial and error. For example, a simple computer program for solving mate-in-one
chess problems might try moves at random until mate is found. The program might then store the solution
with the position so that the next time the computer encountered the same position it would recall the solution.
This simple memorizing of individual items and proceduresâ€”known as rote learningâ€”is relatively easy to
implement on a computer. More challenging is the problem of implementing what is called generalization.
Generalization involves applying past experience to analogous new situations. Reasoning To reason is to draw
inferences appropriate to the situation. Inferences are classified as either deductive or inductive. Inductive
reasoning is common in science , where data are collected and tentative models are developed to describe and
predict future behaviourâ€”until the appearance of anomalous data forces the model to be revised. Deductive
reasoning is common in mathematics and logic , where elaborate structures of irrefutable theorems are built up
from a small set of basic axioms and rules. There has been considerable success in programming computers to
draw inferences, especially deductive inferences. However, true reasoning involves more than just drawing
inferences; it involves drawing inferences relevant to the solution of the particular task or situation. This is one
of the hardest problems confronting AI. Problem solving Problem solving, particularly in artificial
intelligence, may be characterized as a systematic search through a range of possible actions in order to reach
some predefined goal or solution. Problem-solving methods divide into special purpose and general purpose.
A special-purpose method is tailor-made for a particular problem and often exploits very specific features of
the situation in which the problem is embedded. In contrast, a general-purpose method is applicable to a wide
variety of problems. One general-purpose technique used in AI is means-end analysisâ€”a step-by-step, or
incremental , reduction of the difference between the current state and the final goal. Many diverse problems
have been solved by artificial intelligence programs. Perception In perception the environment is scanned by
means of various sensory organs, real or artificial, and the scene is decomposed into separate objects in
various spatial relationships. Analysis is complicated by the fact that an object may appear different depending
on the angle from which it is viewed, the direction and intensity of illumination in the scene, and how much
the object contrasts with the surrounding field. At present, artificial perception is sufficiently well advanced to
enable optical sensors to identify individuals, autonomous vehicles to drive at moderate speeds on the open
road, and robots to roam through buildings collecting empty soda cans. One of the earliest systems to integrate
perception and action was FREDDY, a stationary robot with a moving television eye and a pincer hand,
constructed at the University of Edinburgh , Scotland, during the period â€”73 under the direction of Donald
Michie. FREDDY was able to recognize a variety of objects and could be instructed to assemble simple
artifacts , such as a toy car, from a random heap of components. Language A language is a system of signs
having meaning by convention. In this sense, language need not be confined to the spoken word. A productive
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language can formulate an unlimited variety of sentences. It is relatively easy to write computer programs that
seem able, in severely restricted contexts , to respond fluently in a human language to questions and
statements. Although none of these programs actually understands language, they may, in principle, reach the
point where their command of a language is indistinguishable from that of a normal human. What, then, is
involved in genuine understanding, if even a computer that uses language like a native human speaker is not
acknowledged to understand? There is no universally agreed upon answer to this difficult question. Methods
and goals in AI Symbolic vs. The top-down approach seeks to replicate intelligence by analyzing cognition
independent of the biological structure of the brain , in terms of the processing of symbolsâ€”whence the
symbolic label. To illustrate the difference between these approaches, consider the task of building a system,
equipped with an optical scanner , that recognizes the letters of the alphabet. Tuning adjusts the
responsiveness of different neural pathways to different stimuli. In contrast, a top-down approach typically
involves writing a computer program that compares each letter with geometric descriptions. Simply put, neural
activities are the basis of the bottom-up approach, while symbolic descriptions are the basis of the top-down
approach. In The Fundamentals of Learning , Edward Thorndike , a psychologist at Columbia University ,
New York City , first suggested that human learning consists of some unknown property of connections
between neurons in the brain. In The Organization of Behavior , Donald Hebb, a psychologist at McGill
University , Montreal, Canada, suggested that learning specifically involves strengthening certain patterns of
neural activity by increasing the probability weight of induced neuron firing between the associated
connections. The notion of weighted connections is described in a later section, Connectionism. This
hypothesis states that processing structures of symbols is sufficient, in principle, to produce artificial
intelligence in a digital computer and that, moreover, human intelligence is the result of the same type of
symbolic manipulations. During the s, however, bottom-up AI was neglected, and it was not until the s that
this approach again became prominent. Nowadays both approaches are followed, and both are acknowledged
as facing difficulties. Symbolic techniques work in simplified realms but typically break down when
confronted with the real world; meanwhile, bottom-up researchers have been unable to replicate the nervous
systems of even the simplest living things. Caenorhabditis elegans, a much-studied worm, has approximately
neurons whose pattern of interconnections is perfectly known. Yet connectionist models have failed to mimic
even this worm. Evidently, the neurons of connectionist theory are gross oversimplifications of the real thing.
Strong AI, applied AI, and cognitive simulation Employing the methods outlined above, AI research attempts
to reach one of three goals: Strong AI aims to build machines that think. The term strong AI was introduced
for this category of research in by the philosopher John Searle of the University of California at Berkeley. The
ultimate ambition of strong AI is to produce a machine whose overall intellectual ability is indistinguishable
from that of a human being. To date, progress has been meagre. Some critics doubt whether research will
produce even a system with the overall intellectual ability of an ant in the forseeable future. Applied AI has
enjoyed considerable success, as described in the section Expert systems. In cognitive simulation, computers
are used to test theories about how the human mind worksâ€”for example, theories about how people
recognize faces or recall memories. Cognitive simulation is already a powerful tool in both neuroscience and
cognitive psychology. Alan Turing and the beginning of AI Theoretical work The earliest substantial work in
the field of artificial intelligence was done in the midth century by the British logician and computer pioneer
Alan Mathison Turing. In Turing described an abstract computing machine consisting of a limitless memory
and a scanner that moves back and forth through the memory , symbol by symbol, reading what it finds and
writing further symbols. The actions of the scanner are dictated by a program of instructions that also is stored
in the memory in the form of symbols. All modern computers are in essence universal Turing machines.
Turing could not turn to the project of building a stored-program electronic computing machine until the
cessation of hostilities in Europe in Nevertheless, during the war he gave considerable thought to the issue of
machine intelligence. Chess At Bletchley Park, Turing illustrated his ideas on machine intelligence by
reference to chess â€”a useful source of challenging and clearly defined problems against which proposed
methods for problem solving could be tested. In principle, a chess-playing computer could play by searching
exhaustively through all the available moves, but in practice this is impossible because it would involve
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examining an astronomically large number of moves. Heuristics are necessary to guide a narrower, more
discriminative search. Although Turing experimented with designing chess programs, he had to content
himself with theory in the absence of a computer to run his chess program. The first true AI programs had to
await the arrival of stored-program electronic digital computers. In Turing predicted that computers would one
day play very good chess, and just over 50 years later, in , Deep Blue , a chess computer built by the
International Business Machines Corporation IBM , beat the reigning world champion, Garry Kasparov , in a
six-game match. Many agree with Noam Chomsky , a linguist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT , who opined that a computer beating a grandmaster at chess is about as interesting as a bulldozer
winning an Olympic weightlifting competition. The Turing test In Turing sidestepped the traditional debate
concerning the definition of intelligence, introducing a practical test for computer intelligence that is now
known simply as the Turing test. The Turing test involves three participants: The interrogator attempts to
determine, by asking questions of the other two participants, which is the computer. All communication is via
keyboard and display screen. The interrogator may ask questions as penetrating and wide-ranging as he or she
likes, and the computer is permitted to do everything possible to force a wrong identification. The foil must
help the interrogator to make a correct identification. However, no AI program has come close to passing an
undiluted Turing test. By the summer of this program could play a complete game of checkers at a reasonable
speed. Information about the earliest successful demonstration of machine learning was published in When
instructed to purchase an item, Shopper would search for it, visiting shops at random until the item was found.
While searching, Shopper would memorize a few of the items stocked in each shop visited just as a human
shopper might. The next time Shopper was sent out for the same item, or for some other item that it had
already located, it would go to the right shop straight away. This simple form of learning, as is pointed out in
the introductory section What is intelligence? In he added features that enabled the program to learn from
experience. A leading proponent of evolutionary computing, John Holland , also wrote test software for the
prototype of the IBM computer. This work convinced Holland of the efficacy of the bottom-up approach.
While continuing to consult for IBM , Holland moved to the University of Michigan in to pursue a doctorate
in mathematics. He soon switched, however, to a new interdisciplinary program in computers and information
processing later known as communications science created by Arthur Burks, one of the builders of ENIAC and
its successor EDVAC. In Daniel Hillis solved the engineering difficulties to build the first such computer, the
65,processor Thinking Machines Corporation supercomputer. Holland joined the faculty at Michigan after
graduation and over the next four decades directed much of the research into methods of automating
evolutionary computing, a process now known by the term genetic algorithms.
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When we talk about artificial intelligence in Korea, we therefore refer to the entirety of Korea, both North and
South. No hot water at times, electricity brownouts, antiquated weaponry, and run-down factories using
outdated technologies: In order to see the top funded AI startups in Korea, we used Crunchbase. The company
acts as a one-stop-shop for everything related to fintech and is present Asia Pacific, Europe, and North
America. The application can screen for lung nodules including lung cancer, breast cancer, and other major
lung diseases like tuberculosis. Most early examinations use the cheaper and less precise x-ray method that
leaves room for false negatives. The company is planning expansion to Europe and the US with regulatory
approvals expected in and respectively. The recommendation app, based on users giving ratings to at least 15
movies, is now a major selling point for the streaming service with a database of million ratings for hundreds
of movies. The AI algorithm also calculates the easiest route to scoring more points on the exam, optimizing
the time invested in studying. The core technologies Skelter Labs is working on include natural language
processing NLP , machine vision for manufacturing quality control , speech recognition, and context
recognition from multiple sources for example GPS, sound, or calendar events. The company is secretive
about its clients, but word on the street is they are working with industrial corporations while developing their
own retail hardware offering. The development of new drugs is a long and complicated process starting from
the discovery stage going through preclinical and clinical research ending in regulatory approval and safety
monitoring. The success rate of Phase I trials already some way down the line to drug approval is Standigm
uses machine learning on existing biomedical databases to eliminate some of the uncertainty from the drug
discovery process and find the most promising candidates. Besides drug discovery services, the company is
also running projects on exploring the relationships between drugs, proteins, and diseases, predicting synergies
between multiple drugs, and predicting new indications for existing drugs. The 3D replay allows players to cut
and edit videos of their gameplay, and post it to social media sites. It also prevents cheating or hacking , a
problem that developers are spending millions of dollars to mitigate. In addition, it will support the placement
of native advertisements in games , a high growth segment of the advertising industry. Corpus is used to train
machine learning algorithms that leads to precise automatic translations by AI. Sales volume projected for is
30 million data points versus 6. With the machine translation market expected to triple in the next six years ,
Flitto is in a great position to sustain leadership in the corpus space. The team is working on a speech
synthesis technology to allow the bot to answer in natural speech as well. Worried that AI might steal your
job? Click here to get the ball rolling.
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Get hands-on experience building and deriving insights from machine learning models using Python and
Azure Notebooks. In this deep learning course, you will learn an intuitive approach to building complex
models that help machines solve real-world problems with human-like intelligence. The intuitive approaches
will be translated into working code with practical problems and hands-on experience. You will learn how to
build and derive insights from these models using Python Jupyter notebooks running on your local Windows
or Linux machine, or on a virtual machine running on Azure. You will learn how to use the Microsoft
Cognitive Toolkit to harness the intelligence within massive datasets through deep learning with
uncompromised scaling, speed, and accuracy. Build Reinforcement Learning Models Reinforcement Learning
Explained Provided by Microsoft Reinforcement Learning RL is an area of machine learning, where an agent
learns by interacting with its environment to achieve a goal. In this course, you will be introduced to the world
of reinforcement learning. You will learn how to frame reinforcement learning problems and start tackling
classic examples like news recommendation, learning to navigate in a grid-world, and balancing a cart-pole.
You will explore the basic algorithms from multi-armed bandits, dynamic programming, TD temporal
difference learning, and progress towards larger state space using function approximation, in particular using
deep learning. You will also learn about algorithms that focus on searching the best policy with policy
gradient and actor critic methods. Along the way, you will get introduced to Project Malmo, a platform for
Artificial Intelligence experimentation and research built on top of the Minecraft game. In each lab, the
student creates a functioning block of the system. At the end of the course, we will have built a speech
recognition system almost entirely out of Python code. Understanding complex language utterances is also a
crucial part of artificial intelligence. In this course, you will be given a thorough overview of Natural
Language Processing and how to use classic machine learning methods. Final Project Microsoft Professional
Capstone: The project takes the form of a challenge in which you will develop a deep learning solution that is
tested and scored to determine your grade. This course assumes you have completed the previous courses in
the Microsoft Professional Program for Artificial Intelligence. Learn AI on the Latest Tools and Frameworks
Each course in this Microsoft Professional Program features hands-on labs so you can learn and apply the
most sought after skills in Artificial Intelligence. Assessments that require more than just memorization ensure
you have a deep understanding of these new skills. Learn on your own time All courses are available online
and on demand â€” so whether you plan to spend a couple of hours per day or a couple of hours per week, you
can work on these skills at the pace that is right for you. And since the curriculum consists of massive open
online courses MOOC on edX, you can watch the videos on your tablet or phone. Frequently asked questions
Q. Question What is the Microsoft Professional Program? These courses are created and taught by experts and
feature quizzes, hands-on labs, and engaging communities. For each track you complete, you earn a certificate
of completion from Microsoft proving that you mastered those skills. Question Why should I consider
participating? Answer The Microsoft Professional Program provides real-world skills and hands-on instruction
that keeps pace with the technology industry. These courses can be rigorous but rewarding, with the flexibility
to master skills at your own pace, and a robust capstone project that demonstrates your knowledge. Not to
mention you get the important credentials employers want. Question How do I sign up? Answer First, sign in
to academy. Next, explore the Microsoft Professional Program tracks, and enroll in the one that fits your
career goals.
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Spatial picture smart What other scientists thought were just soft-skills, such as interpersonal skills, Gardener
realized were types of intelligence. Not knowing math you may not calculate the rate at which the universe is
expanding, but you are likely to have the skills to find the right person who will. Naturalist Intelligence
Naturalist intelligence designates the human ability to discriminate among living things plants, animals as well
as sensitivity to other features of the natural world clouds, rock configurations. This ability was clearly of
value in our evolutionary past as hunters, gatherers, and farmers; it continues to be central in such roles as
botanist or chef. It is also speculated that much of our consumer society exploits the naturalist intelligences,
which can be mobilized in the discrimination among cars, sneakers, kinds of makeup, and the like. Musical
Intelligence Musical intelligence is the capacity to discern pitch, rhythm, timbre, and tone. This intelligence
enables us to recognize, create, reproduce, and reflect on music, as demonstrated by composers, conductors,
musicians, vocalist, and sensitive listeners. Interestingly, there is often an affective connection between music
and the emotions; and mathematical and musical intelligences may share common thinking processes. Young
adults with this kind of intelligence are usually singing or drumming to themselves. They are usually quite
aware of sounds others may miss. Logical-Mathematical Intelligence Logical-mathematical intelligence is the
ability to calculate, quantify, consider propositions and hypotheses, and carry out complete mathematical
operations. It enables us to perceive relationships and connections and to use abstract, symbolic thought;
sequential reasoning skills; and inductive and deductive thinking patterns. Logical intelligence is usually well
developed in mathematicians, scientists, and detectives. Young adults with lots of logical intelligence are
interested in patterns, categories, and relationships. They are drawn to arithmetic problems, strategy games
and experiments. Existential Intelligence Sensitivity and capacity to tackle deep questions about human
existence, such as the meaning of life, why we die, and how did we get here. Interpersonal Intelligence
Interpersonal intelligence is the ability to understand and interact effectively with others. It involves effective
verbal and nonverbal communication, the ability to note distinctions among others, sensitivity to the moods
and temperaments of others, and the ability to entertain multiple perspectives. Teachers, social workers, actors,
and politicians all exhibit interpersonal intelligence. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence Bodily kinesthetic
intelligence is the capacity to manipulate objects and use a variety of physical skills. This intelligence also
involves a sense of timing and the perfection of skills through mindâ€”body union. Athletes, dancers,
surgeons, and crafts people exhibit well-developed bodily kinesthetic intelligence. Linguistic Intelligence
Linguistic intelligence is the ability to think in words and to use language to express and appreciate complex
meanings. Linguistic intelligence allows us to understand the order and meaning of words and to apply
meta-linguistic skills to reflect on our use of language. Linguistic intelligence is the most widely shared
human competence and is evident in poets, novelists, journalists, and effective public speakers. Young adults
with this kind of intelligence enjoy writing, reading, telling stories or doing crossword puzzles. Intra-personal
intelligence involves not only an appreciation of the self, but also of the human condition. It is evident in
psychologist, spiritual leaders, and philosophers. These young adults may be shy. They are very aware of their
own feelings and are self-motivated. Spatial Intelligence Spatial intelligence is the ability to think in three
dimensions. Core capacities include mental imagery, spatial reasoning, image manipulation, graphic and
artistic skills, and an active imagination. Sailors, pilots, sculptors, painters, and architects all exhibit spatial
intelligence. Young adults with this kind of intelligence may be fascinated with mazes or jigsaw puzzles, or
spend free time drawing or daydreaming. What do you think? Challenging a millenia-old notion that
intelligence is a single kind of human capacity does not necessarily win one friends among the intelligent. This
book questions what we consider a good education, what we consider talent, and how much control one has to
acquire them. Multiple Intelligences in the Classroom , 3rd ed. Association for Supervision and Curriculum
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